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About This Game

Milk - the energy source so pure that it’s rivaled by the brightest hypernovas, has been lost to your people after a long and brutal
conflict.

Your mission is to recover ancient device capable of producing infinite amounts of it, from Solar System.
Can you get to the device in time? The fate of the Landers is in your hands!

Moo Lander is a 2D adventure platformer, where you take control over your people’s last remaining flying saucer to scour
varied environments in search for the source of infinite amounts of precious milk. Discover hidden secrets, solve puzzles, fight

intelligent enemies and tame the Mighty Cows!
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Tame the Mighty Cows
Each one of those powerful bosses will pose a considerable threat and is a challenge worth remembering!

Upgrade your ship
Unlock a set of over 6 unique abilities and meaningful upgrades branching into two separate trees!

Fight a variety of enemies
Over 20 kinds of intelligent enemies are waiting for you to prevent you from fulfilling your goal. Each of them requires a
different approach to deal with!

Engaging single-player campaign
Play through over 5-hour long emotional campaign full of memorable characters and plot twists!

Multiplayer
Experience the game with your friends in 4 player couch co-op!

5 unique terrains
Discover beautiful hand-crafted, yet lethal landscapes of the prehistoric Earth.

Challenge yourself
Save your kind on one of 3 difficulty levels (with a little extra for all of you hardcore Milk Drinkers)

Interactive environment
Explore and interact with objects around you using your abilities in an unusual way!
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Title: Moo Lander
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
The Sixth Hammer
Publisher:
The Sixth Hammer
Release Date: Q1 2020

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Q6600 2.4GHz

Graphics: Geforce GT630M 1GB DDR3

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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